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1. Introduction

Studies on harvesting robots with manipulator were started with the tomato fruit harvesting robot since 30 years ago by Prof. Kawamura, Kyoto University [1]. The robot consisted of a 5 DOF manipulator, a harvesting end-effector, a color TV camera which was used for stereo vision, and a battery car for traveling in the ridges as shown in Figure 1. Following the harvesting robot, the robotic technologies were applied to cherry tomato, strawberry, cucumber, eggplant, cabbage, mushroom, orange, apple, grape melon, watermelon, asparagus and etc. The components of the first harvesting robot were not so big different from current harvesting robots under development at universities and research institutes.

Although some of the developed robots can automatically perform fruit harvesting operations with a 60-70% success rate or more under the greenhouse conditions, the robots are still slow and their costs are expensive so that they cannot be practically used in the greenhouse or in the field yet at this moment [2-4].

On the other hand, a fruit grading robot with manipulator was commercialized 10 years ago, while many types of grading machines and non-destructive sensors have been developed [5-14] to apply to many types of fruits. Some robots are now used in east Asian countries in addition to the fruit packing robots which were practically used in the fruit grading facilities since more than 20 years ago, because indoor environmental conditions are suitable for the robots and many operators could be substituted by the robots. Recently grading robots are applied not only to fruits but also to leaves. The reasons why many robots were used in the facilities are that they can operate much faster than human workers and that the robotic systems can be purchased not by single farmer but by farmers’ groups or some associations due to higher performance. In addition, the fruit grading robot can collect very precise information from handled fruits during operation by machine vision and NIR inspection systems, which can be usable for precision agriculture.

In this presentation, current situations and future prospects of challenging projects of fruit harvesting robots for practical utilization in greenhouses and commercialized grading robot systems will be described. Furthermore, a mobile grading robot will be also introduced for propelling precision agriculture in future.

2. Harvesting Robot

2.1. Tomato Cluster Harvesting Robot

Many harvesting robots have been studied so far since the first tomato harvesting robot was developed in 1982, but no harvesting robot has been commercialized yet. The most common difficulties are followings:

1) Slow operation speed: one third of human operator’s speed or less speed
2) Expensive cost
3) Necessity of changing plant training system and cultivation method for robotic operation

To solve the first difficulty, a tomato fruit cluster harvesting robot was developed as shown in
Figure 2. Previous fruit harvesting robots could harvest individual fruits, while this robot can harvest a whole fruit cluster that makes several times higher performance because a fruit cluster has several fruits.

In addition to this robot, NARO (National Agriculture and Food Research Organization) Institute of Vegetable and Tea Science developed a simple tomato fruit cluster harvesting robot which had a 3 DOF Cartesian Coordinate Manipulator for harvesting fruit clusters hung down at similar height from an iron bar as shown in Figure 3 (right). This robot is very simple and cheaper but requires the change into a special plant training system as in the figure (left).

2.2. Strawberry Harvesting Robot

BRAIN (Bio-oriented Technology Research Advancement Institution) and Shibuya Seiki Co., Ltd. have developed strawberry harvesting robots which can automatically work in the night time. Figure 4 shows one of the robots, which has a performance to harvest fruits for 30 a per night. The latest model of the robots has reached higher success rate for the harvesting operation. The success rate, however depends on seasons, because strawberry plants grow rapid and many stems and peduncles are crossed one another in December so that it may be difficult to harvest all of them, while the plants lose the vigor and many peduncles just hang down in April and May, which is easier condition for robotic harvesting.

3. Grading Robot

3.1. Fruit Grading Robot

A grading robot for deciduous fruits such as peaches, pears, and apples to automatically provide fruits from containers and to inspect all sides of fruit was developed in 2002 [14] and is now working practically (Fig.5). The grading robot consists of a 3 DOF manipulator, 12 suction pads as end-effector, 12 color TV cameras, and 28 lighting devices. 12 fruits were sucked up together by a manipulator and 12 bottom images of fruits were acquired during the manipulator moving to trays on a conveyor line. Before releasing the fruits to the carriers on a grading line, 4 side images of each fruit were acquired by rotating the suction pads for 270 degrees. The stroke of the manipulator was about 1.2 m and it took about 4.3 seconds to move back to the initial position that meant that this robot could grade three fruits per second. The grading robot was being evolved into a new model based on developing relevant technologies.

The reason why the grading robot was practically used was that it can substitute about 10 operators. Although the robot system is too expensive for single farmer to purchase, farmers’ groups are affordable to pay with govenmental financial supports. The robot system is usually introduced to a cooperative grading facility located in a local region where many fruits are produced.

Fruit packing robots were already commercialized before the grading robots and have been widely used in the world as well as palletizing robots. Recently grading robots were applied not only to fruits but also to perilla leaves (green leaves assorted with some dishes). The robot system can pick each leaf from a bundle of leaves and put on a conveyor. A machine vision system measures the leaf size and shape from top camera and other robots sort them based on the extracted features from the images.

3.2. Mobile Grading Machine

Grading facilities are widely spread in the world as described above and play an important role for informatization in agriculture. It encourages producers to conduct precision agriculture based on the information accumulated in the database. The information also contributes to consumers as traceability data for food safety and security and can be data for risk management. However, what producers can know is whole field (orchard) information, even if the grading machine collects the
individual fruit data, because they cannot know which fruit tree each fruit came from, in case that they do not separate the fruits properly based on the fruit tree positions during harvesting time.

**Figure 6** shows a mobile grading machine for orange fruits, which is enable producers to conduct tree management [15]. Operators manually harvest fruits in front of the tree and put them into the machine. The machine can measure colors, sizes, shape, and qualities of the harvested fruits. Because the machine has a GPS, all the data can be linked to the fruit tree and can create maps as shown in **Figure 7**. It is considered that this kind of mobile grading machine can conduct more precise agriculture based on the maps.

### 4. Conclusions

In recent years, problems with the quality of food supply are becoming increasingly significant worldwide, with particular concerns surrounding, imported or exported foods due to the different criteria and unfamiliar food culture in many countries. To solve these problems, information of products showing their histories is essential. Grading robots with sensing systems have replaced human labor and have contributed to increasing the market value of products and producing uniform products. The robots can give us many kinds of important information such as color, size, shape, and qualities, while harvesting robots can assign less information such as harvested time and date, product position in plant, and plant color.

Mobile grading machines can give products information obtained from both grading robots and harvesting robots. From the view points on informatization to products, a mobile grading machine which can follow and work together with human operators will be desirable. Regarding harvesting robot, we have to continue challenging development of “cheap and high efficient robot supporting aged producers and adapting diverse plants’ properties in complicated and various natural environmental conditions.” Especially in plant factory where more intensive plant production is conducted than greenhouse, harvesting robots are much desirable in order to keep hygiene condition in the factory. In addition to the role of the informatization, support of environmental conservation and aging society in local region and support of production of functional agricultural products for healthy life may be required as the agricultural robots’ roles in near future.

Considering history of agricultural robot researches, we started with adoption of industrial robots to agricultural fields and investigated robotic mechanisms based on plant properties for a decade since 1982. That can be called “Agricultural Robot, the first generation”. As the second generation, we studied on fusion between horticultural and engineering technologies and constructed fundamentals of relation among human, plant and robot for the next decade. Currently, it can be said that precision agriculture oriented robots have been studied for accumulation and utilization of the information as the third generation since 2002 when the fruit grading robot was commercialized. Then, it is observed that we may be facing the fourth generation to develop human health oriented robot, aged producer supporting robot and environmental conservation oriented robot. That means that agricultural robots’ roles are much diversifying.
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